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NEW FEISS AND MONTE CARLO PRODUCTS DELIVER HEIGHTENED DESIGNS 
Inspirations Derived From Latest Interior Design Trends, Fashion, Jewelry and European Influences 

RYE, NY, January 15, 2014—Feiss and Monte Carlo, among America’s top brands offering high-quality, design-driven 

interior and exterior residential lighting and fans, will debut a wide scope and variety of more than 400 new products at 

the International Lighting Market, January 15-19, 2014, at the Dallas Market Center, 2100 North Stemmons Freeway, 

Showroom #TM-4010. The Feiss-Monte Carlo showroom officially opens one day earlier on Tuesday, January 14. 
 

“Our customers will immediately feel a fresh, heightened design approach to our new products upon walking into Feiss-

Monte Carlo’s showroom this year—which has also been refreshed and beautifully updated to be an easier-to-shop 

space,” said Sean Lavin, chief design officer for Generation Brands, Feiss-Monte Carlo’s parent company.  
 

Feiss 

Feiss will introduce more than 380 new lighting fixtures across 47 unique collections, making it one of the brand’s largest 

launches in recent years. According to Lavin, the new collections not only reflect Feiss’s traditional and transitional style 

roots, they also bridge to an expanding number of modern styles. “We’re motivated by creating designs which produce 

an emotional connection with the ultimate consumers. To accomplish this, our designers imaginatively transform a wide 

array of inspirations into unique designs with the detail and refined style our customers seek. ” 
 

Here’s a sampling of new 2014 luminaires from Feiss: 

Inspired by mountain luxe trends, the transitional Bluffton Collection by 

Feiss has a perforated screen shade much like that of a cozy fireplace—

with decorative hooks and rods adding a unique detail to the fixture’s 

support. Feiss designers recommend antique lamping to further the 

warm and inviting look. Shown here is the three-light pendant 

chandelier which is almost 32.8” high and 20” in diameter.  There are a 

total of five pieces in the Bluffton Collection—a smaller pendant 

chandelier, mini-pendant, wall sconce and flush mount—all finished in 

Oil Rubbed Bronze. Plus at Market, Feiss will introduce several Bluffton 

fixtures for outdoor. 

 
-more-  
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The new Caprice Collection by Feiss reflects the look of casual, coastal 

design in its Chalk Wash finish. Inspired by the shoreline, Feiss designed 

the arms of this seven-light chandelier to represent waves washing 

ashore and the crown to emulate a setting sun.  The look is 

complemented by the relaxed Belgium linen shades, as pictured here in 

this seven-light chandelier (which is 38.5” high and 29” in diameter). 

The multiple, real, rough-cut crystals add to the nature-inspired design. 

Other pieces in the Caprice Collection include two more chandeliers and 

two wall sconces, plus a three-light vanity, flush mount and mini-

pendant. 

 
With a purposefully sculptural shape, the new-for-2014 Audrie 

Collection by Feiss marries a glamorous modern, Hollywood Regency 

silhouette with an updated LED-centric design—which wouldn’t be 

possible with traditional lamping. The LEDs are nested in the vertical 

body frames, allowing the overall silhouette to glow from within. 

Available in a Polished Nickel or High Gloss Grey finish, this large scale 

pendant chandelier (at almost 35.75” high and 17” in diameter) makes a 

bold, signature statement. Other Audrie luminaires are a smaller 

pendant chandelier, mini-pendant and two wall sconces. 

 
The Lumiēre Collection—a new, indoor and outdoor line by Feiss—is 

based in French countryside influences and a hand-crafted, artisan 

aesthetic. With cross-hatched, natural Dark Weathered Oak wood 

(which has been treated to weather well), an Oil Rubbed Bronze finish, 

seeded glass and rope details, this four-light linear chandelier is also 

available in Natural Oak with a Polished Aluminum finish; its dimensions 

are 42.5” long, 9” wide and 26” high. Coordinating pieces are a mini-

chandelier, mini-pendant and three wall lanterns—the latter of which 

are also wet-listed for outdoor use.  Lumiēre is offered in a third, clean-

lined design option without the cross-hatched wood—also in the Oil 

Rubbed Bronze finish. 
 

Capturing the fun of contemporary crystal and designed as the cut of a 

marquise diamond, the Marquise Collection by Feiss has a thin, 

exposed metal frame which is adorned with a silver leaf application and 

then finished off with a string of hand-applied crystal beading to grab 

the warm light and make a dynamic sparkle. Available in either a Silver 

finish with Clear color crystals or Burnished Silver finish with 

Champagne color crystals, this four-piece collection has a six-light 

chandelier (pictured right in the Silver/Clear crystals combination, with 

dimensions of 38.75” high and 24.5” in diameter), a three-light 

chandelier, wall sconce and mini-pendant.  
-more- 
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The new, uniquely designed Freemont Collection by Feiss marries the 

warehouse industrial trend with a fully modern color palette like this 

High Gloss Orange finish and a touch of unexpected glamour in the 

three clear crystals shimmering at the fixture’s neck.  Other finishes for 

this line are a High Gloss Blue, High Gloss Gray or High Gloss White. This 

sconce is 13.25” high and 9” in diameter with a 10” extension. A 

pendant chandelier, mini-pendant and semi-flush mount round out the 

Freemont Collection—plus, there are additional coordinating outdoor 

pieces. 
 

 
Bath 

Steeped in the recently revived English Tudor design craze—but infused 

with a modern look—the new Payne Ornate Collection by Feiss has 

detailed spun, ringed metal with clean, White Opal Etched glass. This 

mini-pendant (shown in the Dark Plated Bronze finish) is almost 11.875” 

high and 2.78” in diameter. Additionally, the collection has a one- and 

two-light vanity plus a flush mount—all also available in a Brushed Steel 

or Polished Nickel finish. 

 

 
Shown right is the Payne Ornate two-light vanity by Feiss 

in the Brushed Steel finish; it’s 22” long, 4.5” tall and 

extends almost 4.9”. 

 

 
 

 
Additional Outdoor 

With a clean and sleek design, this new Salinger outdoor wall lantern by 

Feiss is another example of the brand’s increasing number of elegantly 

simple, modern looks. The design is enhanced with an inner, Opal Cast 

Etch glass diffuser—to create a softer light—within its clear glass 

exterior cylinder. Finished in Brushed Steel, the larger (20” high, 7” wide 

and a 7-3/8” extension) Salinger outdoor wall is pictured here; the new 

smaller version is 12” high, 5.5” wide and has an extension of 5.5”.  

 
 

-more-  
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Monte Carlo 
Also to be introduced this year is a larger selection of Monte Carlo designer fans with elevated design details, from 

traditional to modern styles—many with integrated LED light fixtures. A total of 33 fans, including upgraded, redesigned 

ones, will be unveiled at the International Lighting Market. 

Here’s a sampling of new 2014 fans from Monte Carlo: 

This new fan from Monte Carlo is named Minimalist for 

good reason. Sleek and modern, this particular model has 

Brushed Steel finish housing and three, Dark Walnut Hand-

Carved, Balsa Wood blades. An integrated, 16W LED light 

fixture bolsters its energy efficiency with a light output of 

960 net lumens—with a CCT of 3000°K and a CRI of 80+. It 

has a blade sweep of 56” and an efficiency of 285 

CFM/Watts. Minimalist is also available in three other 

finish and balsa wood blade color options.  

Merging classic with modern design, the new Essex fan 

from Monte Carlo has a timeless silhouette with unique, 

vintage letterbox iron details on the five blades and chain 

link hardware on its upper housing. A large finial 

completes the look. With a 54” blade sweep, the Essex has 

an integrated 17W LED which gives a light output of 555 

lumens net. The light, within Etched Opal glass, also has a 

CCT of 3000°K and a CRI of 80+; its efficiency rating is 82 

CFM/Watts. Pictured here is Essex with Polished Nickel 

housing and Gradient Walnut blades; it’s also available in 

Espresso housing. 

 

 

A close-up of the Essex fan’s vintage letterbox iron details 

on its five blades. 

 
The Grafton fan by Monte Carlo is designed with the 

popular English Tudor trend in mind. Traditional styling 

with Antique Forged Iron housing and ornate details on 

the bottom of its integrated lighting and atop its five, Grey 

Oak Carved Wood blades, the Grafton has an efficiency 

rating of 78 CFM/Watts. Grafton has a blade sweep of 52”. 

 
 

-more- 
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Monte Carlo Designer Fans, continued 

Beautifully carved, forged iron details heighten the design 

of Monte Carlo’s new Grafton fan. 

 
Inspired by the latest Hollywood Regency interior designs, 

this new Nikki fan by Monte Carlo has modern, crystal 

detail accents on housing to add luxury and glamour.  An 

integrated, 17W LED light (within Etched Opal glass) has a 

light output of 1,000 lumens net—with a CCT of 3000°K 

and a CRI of 80+. It has a blade sweep of 52” and an 

efficiency of 90 CFM/Watts. Pictured here is Nikki with the 

Polished Nickel housing and Silver blades—of which there 

are five. The fan also comes in a Rubberized White housing 

with Rubberized White blades. 
 

Densely applied crystal accents add luxury and glamour to 

the Miami-inspired Nikki fan by Monte Carlo. 

 
 

Restyled, Upgraded Fans 

Monte Carlo has also redesigned and upgraded seven of 

its most popular fans with renewed looks, beveled blades 

which result in better air flow, and increased energy 

efficiency—and many are now ENERGY STAR®-qualified. 

For example, the brand’s redesigned, five-blade Embassy 

Max has an efficiency of 106 CFM/Watts and is ENERGY 

STAR-qualified. This transitional fan is shown here with a 

Roman Bronze housing and Bronze/American Walnut dual-

colored blades. Embassy Max is also available in three 

other finish and wood blade color options—and it has a 

60” blade sweep. 

 

-more- 
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About Feiss-Monte Carlo Fan Company  
For almost 60 years, Feiss has offered a full line of high-quality interior and exterior residential lighting and portables in 
addition to ceiling fans through its Monte Carlo brand. Feiss delivers refined, fashion-forward lighting at accessible price 
points and is known in the industry for its reliable products and exceptional customer care. With pride in its past and a 
commitment to the future, employees from coast to coast and across the globe all work together to continually deliver 
the very best in lighting and service internationally. For product information or to find a nearby dealer, visit 
www.feiss.com and/or www.montecarlofans.com.  
 
About Generation Brands 
As the parent company to Tech Lighting, Generation Brands is one of America’s leading companies serving lighting 
retailers plus the electrical wholesale, home improvement and building industries. The company has an outstanding 
portfolio of residential and commercial lighting fixtures, ceiling fans and decorative products which provide value and 
growth to its customers and end-users. The company’s success is derived from its ability to serve its customers and end-
users with superior service, leading edge design and outstanding quality.  
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